BLUESKIN® FLEXIBLE BUTYL FLASH SEQUENCE OF INSTALLATION

1. BLUESKIN® FLEXIBLE BUTYL FLASH
2. OVERLAP BLUESKIN® FLEXIBLE BUTYL FLASH 3" MIN
3. 212 SEALANT OR 925 BES SEALANT
4. BLUESKIN® VP100 (NOT FULLY SHOWN ON METHOD B FOR CLARITY)
5. 212 SEALANT

NOTES:
1. DETAIL SHOWS BLUESKIN® VP100 ASSEMBLY INSTALLED OVER EXTERIOR GRADE SHEATHING. ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATES INCLUDE PLYWOOD, OSB, CONCRETE, GYPSUM BOARD AND CONCRETE BLOCK.
2. WHERE ADHESION IS LESS THAN DESIRED, OR WHEN APPLYING TO CONCRETE OR MASONRY, RECOMMENDED PRIMERS INCLUDE: BLUESKIN® SPRAY PREP OR AQUATACTM.
3. INSULATION, CLADDING, AND OPTIONAL VAPOUR BARRIER NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
4. REFER TO BLUESKIN® VP100 INSTALLATION MANUAL FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.